
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
As a small, organic (in conversion) grower trying to build a business of various fruits, nuts, sheep and 
hay in South Australia I see the state having a “GM FREE status” as a huge benefit commercially. 
 
With more and more consumer focus on “what’s in my food”, I believe GM cereals & other crops will 
potentially suffer from a poor perception of the above quote that could “spill over” into non GM 
food as well. 
 
I grow organically as being only a medium sized farm, I am unable to finance huge amounts of 
chemical sprays and chemical additives that most “conventional farmers” around us seem to spray 
with such high frequency but also I have a philosophy of trying to build a high quality, sustainable & 
low input farm with a healthy environment for myself, my  family and our community. I grow cereal 
crops that, albeit at times are of a lower yield, but are of a much higher value.... Yet the quality is 
comparable to most of our conventional neighbouring farms. 
 
Being organic (in conversion) I grow mostly from Heritage varieties of seeds. I tried a number of 
different, new  varieties of Lucerne, L70, L90(?) but after 8 failed attempts, I tried heritage varieties 
of Lucernce called Hunter River & Sequel with immediate success with both. I realise that this is only 
one example of a couple of varieties of seeds, but even the  “heritage oats” our certified organic 
neighbours we contract yearly to plant for us establishes better than a number of other “newer” 
varieties I tried such as Winteroo Oats (and others) and grow better in poorer seasons.... Some 
heritage barley I planted 2 seasons ago took much better for me than a newer variety did. Another 
example is I got 15.5 (5x4) round bales of Barley Hay vs 1.5 bales of Winteroo Oaten Hay grown the 
year before in very similar seasons with the same inputs on the same 2.5acres.... 
 
We don’t grow Canola as we do not have a market for it. Our downwind neighbours do and they 
nearly always plant on windy days (why?!?). Hence whenever they have Canola, I have Canola in my 
crops! It gets into our crops and grows incredibly... with only organic, low inputs..... yet the 
neighbours actual crop often grows about the same but with copious amounts of awful smelling 
chemicals that they regularly spray onto their crops. 
 
Last season SARDI came out to see how our other neighbour’s certified organic farm was going with 
Russian Aphids in crops and they looked at ours as well. The researchers had visited numerous other 
conventional and organic farms and they noted that the organic farms at that stage of their research 
had far lower levels of infestations than the “conventional farms” in the same areas. The head 
researcher believed the lack of pesticides meant the good bugs were helping to keep the bad bugs 
better in check. 
 
Will GM seeds for example actually be more robust, need less herbicides, less pesticides, lower 
inputs and be more drought tolerant? If so, will this be the case for the long term? 
 
My concerns regarding GM food & seed is that it is being “pushed” by one sector of the industry and 
may not actually be a real “gamer” changer except to the sales of GM products..... to the detriment 
of SA’s perceived status as a cleaner & more easily “understandable” producer of high quality food. 
 
If GM seeds are supposedly so much more robust and resistant to pests, weed competition and 
lower inputs, what will prevent them out competing with local flora when they wind drift, birds drop 
seeds, etc....  and these now much more resilient seeds becoming invasive weeds? I personally have 
enough problems with neighbours seeds growing my crops, I can only see GM seeds costing me far 
more in controlling these “weeds” in my crops (I say weeds as that is what they would be to me). 



 
I simply believe that GM seeds, crops and other GM foods are not much more than a marketing for 
products of “opportunity” that will not particularly benefit SA as the high and reliable quality 
producer that it is at present and that consumer confidence both locally & internationally will 
suffer.... The only benefit I see from SA going with GM seed & foods is for myself being able to 
market my produce as certified organic AND GM free! 
 
Kind regards, 
Cameron Garner 
Koonunga SA 5373 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 


